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Amyloid Fiber Formation is a Special Colloidal Phenomenon
Shaohua Xu.
The self-assembly of protein molecules into amyloid fibers is a puzzling bio-
chemical and biophysical phenomenon. (1) The structure of amyloid fiber is
primarily beta-sheet, regardless of the amino acid sequence of the protein;
this conflicts with Anfinsen’s principle that a protein’s structure is dependent
on its sequence. (2) The interactions of proteins in biological systems are highly
structure-dependent, yet the process of amyloid fiber formation appears to be
almost independent of protein conformation. (3) Amyloid fibers formed from
different proteins have diverse, yet similar, morphologic patterns, which sug-
gest common structural elements. The process by which fiber morphology
evolves is complex, however, and remains a challenge. We have analyzed
the aggregation process at molecular resolution using atomic force microscopy
and electron microscopy. Spherical aggregates grow to a uniform diameter of
approximately 22nm. The spheres then join together to form linear chains,
which evolve into mature fibers. We have analyzed the two stages of amyloid
fiber formation using the DVLO theory of colloidal interactions. As like-
charged protein molecules aggregate, the total charge of the sphere increases
until it repels additional monomers from coming close enough to bind, limiting
the size of the colloidal particle. Energy analysis and X-ray diffraction data
suggest that aggregation of protein molecules onto the growing colloid drives
their misfolding into hairpin loops. These loops stack together to form a cross-
alpha-sheet structure with a strong dipole moment; the peptide strands are
oriented perpendicular to the dipole of each sphere. Driven by charge-dipole
interactions, the colloidal spheres aggregate into a linear chain. The cross-al-
pha-sheet then evolves into the thermodynamically more stable cross-beta-
sheet. Our data suggest that amyloid fiber formation can be explained as a spe-
cial colloidal phenomenon (Xu, J. Phys. Chem. B 2009, 113:12447; Xu et al.,
Alzheimer’s & Dementia 2010, 6:110).
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Counting of Single Mrna Molecules to Investigate Transcription
Variability
Aouefa Amoussouvi, Gabriel Schreiber, Edda Klipp, Andreas Herrmann.
To address cell-to-cell variability in the transcription rates among genetically
identical populations of cells, some single-molecule methods have been devel-
oped in order to offer an alternative to population approaches for studying gene
expression.
The goal of our project is to model the regulation mechanism of the yeast cell
cycle. Saccharomyces Cerevisia is studied as a eukaryote model organism. We
assess the robustness of yeast cell cycle progression despite noisy gene expres-
sion through combined modeling and experimental investigation of the regula-
tory mechanism of the yeast cell cycle. We are currently focusing on two genes,
Sic1 and Cln2, involved in the transition between the G1 and the S phases in the
early stage of the cell cycle. We investigate the influence of randomness on
their transcription rates, taking advantage of the MS2 system.
The MS2 strategy integrates hairpin building sequences in the 3’UTR. These
hairpin loops are binding sites for a MS2 coat protein coupled to a triplet of
GFP molecules, MS2-CP-GFP(x3). These latter complexes are expressed in
the cells and fuse to the hairpins loops when the tagged mRNA is transcript.
Thus, the local accumulation of GFP molecules can be detected as a single
mRNA molecule by fluorescence microscopy.
For the analysis of the images, we use a custom designed semi-automatic algo-
rithm that processes the images of bright field and fluorescence, and correlates
the transcription level per cell present in the image.
Finally, we plan to use our experimental data to assess a theoretical model. In-
deed, in measuring the transcription rate of these specific mRNAs in single
cells, we obtain a quantitative basis of transcript product abundance and vari-
ation for developing a model of gene expression regulation.
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Measurement and Modulation of Nuclear Receptor-Mediated
Transcription in Single Cells Using Light
Daniel R. Larson, Christoph Fritzsch, Liang Sun, Xiuha Meng,
John Condeelis, David Lawrence, Robert Singer.
Nuclear receptors coordinate a diverse range of responses in higher eukaryotes
and are involved in a wide range of human diseases. The ligand-dependent
nature of these transcription factors makes them appealing targets for therapeu-
tic interventions, necessitating both a mechanistic molecular understanding of
interactions between ligand and receptor and a quantitative understanding ofhow receptors control output from target genes. Here, we utilize single mole-
cule observation of mRNA in living and fixed cells to develop a stochastic
model of nuclear-receptor mediated gene activation, and we develop a new
light-activation technology to turn on a single gene and follow dynamic synthe-
sis of RNA from the active locus. We determined that nuclear-receptors control
mRNA synthesis by frequency modulation of the active state. This mechanism
reproduces the classic Hill dose response that has been observed for nuclear-re-
ceptor mediated transcription and also explains the variation or ‘noise’ in ex-
pression which we measure for our reporter gene. To quantitatively control
this transcription with high temporal and spatial resolution, we developed
a class of photolyzable reagents (‘‘caged’’ ligands) which repress transcription
in the caged form and activate transcription in the uncaged form. Using light-
activation of the cage, we are able to turn on the transcription of single cells in
confluent tissue culture. We expect that the ability to measure and modulate
transcription at the single molecule level with light will be critical in under-
standing the function of nuclear-receptor mediated signaling in tissue and even-
tually in whole animals.
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Rnas Synthesized Using Photocleavable Biotinylated GMP Have
Dramatically Improved Catalytic Efficiency
Yiling luo.
RNA is involved in many functional roles in the cell and this diverse functional
prowess is predicated on its ability to adopt complex 3D folds that are pliable. A
problem encountered when preparing RNAs for structural or enzymatic studies
is the difficulty in obtaining homogeneous population of natively folded RNAs.
Most of the traditional methods that are used to prepare large quantities of
RNAs involve the use of procedures that partly denature the RNA. Therefore,
the preparation of natively folded RNA without going through the process of
denaturing and refolding is important to obtain maximal RNA biological func-
tion. Here we present a simple strategy using ‘click’ chemistry to couple biotin
to a "caged" photocleavable (PC) guanosine monophosphate (GMP). This bio-
tin-PC-GMP is readily accepted by T7 RNA polymerase to transcribe ‘‘natively
folded’’ RNA. This PC-Biotin-GMP has been used to transcribe RNAs ranging
in size from 27 to 493 nucleotides. Furthermore we show, using an in gel fluo-
rescence assay, that the natively prepared 160 kDa minimal group II intron
ribozyme has enhanced catalytic activity over the same RNA which was puri-
fied via denaturing conditions and refolded. This facile approach for native
RNA preparation should benefit preparation of RNAs for biophysical and ther-
apeutic applications.
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Probing Target Search Mechanisms of Transcription Factors in Human
Cells
Davide Normanno, Lydia Boudarene, Claire Dugast-Darzacq,
Xavier Darzacq, Maxime Dahan.
Cells control their functions via the expression of specific genes. Over the ~23
thousands genes present in a human cell only a few thousands are expressed at
a given time in order to specify a particular function. Gene expression is regu-
lated through complex protein networks and/or feedback mechanisms that
occur at the molecular level. Specific DNA-binding proteins, termed as tran-
scription factors (TFs), play a key role by transiently associating to target
sequences on the genome and controlling the genes that are induced or
repressed. Therefore, understanding gene expression regulation requires eluci-
dating TFs target search mechanisms and DNA-binding and release kinetics at
the target locus.
To directly study the target search process, we have decided to insert a binding
locus (target) into the genome of a human cell line and to track the dynamics of
specific DNA-binding proteins (searchers). To this end, we employ a model
system: the SJ-U2OS human cell line, which has a genomic insertion of exog-
enous binding sites cassettes for two DNA-binding proteins (TetR and LacI).
Subsequently, individual - fluorescently labeled - Tet repressors are micro-in-
jected directly inside the cell nucleus and their trajectories are recorded in real-
time during the target search by time-lapse single-particle-tracking laser
microscopy. In addition, LacI binding sites are used to visualize the position
of the binding locus via the expression of NLS-LacI-CFP, while co-injection
and imaging of high molecular weight Fluorescein-Dextrans ensures sub-nu-
clear compartmentalization visualization.
The combination of the wealth of information proceeding from individual tra-
jectories, target localization, and nuclear compartmentalization visualization
allow us to directly address a variety of important and largely unexplored ques-
tions, first of all: how TFs do find their target and what parameters (molecular
crowding, nuclear structure, non-specific interaction with DNA, association
rate...) primarily determine the search kinetics.
